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Abstract We review recent results on the propagation

and self-focusing of intense femtosecond laser pulses with

shaped beam profiles in transparent dielectric media. At

sufficiently high optical power, beam shaping seeds into

the transverse modulation instability and results in the

deterministic placement of intense laser filaments within

the beam profile. Resulting spatial filament distributions

may be utilized for writing complex extended structures

inside transparent dielectrics. Specific examples of beam

shapes we will discuss are Bessel beams, optical vortices,

Bessel beams of higher order, and Airy beams.

1 Introduction

Writing extended index structures by ultrashort pulse lasers

inside transparent dielectric media often requires the

application of pulses with high energy per pulse. The peak

pulse power which scales as the ratio of the pulse energy to

the pulse duration, in that case may be many times the

power threshold for self-focusing in the material. For

common transparent dielectrics such as glasses and trans-

parent liquids, in the near-infrared wavelength range, the

value of the critical power is in the several Megawatt range

and scales inversely proportional to the optical wavelength

of excitation squared. For a smooth bell-shaped input laser

beam with peak laser power one to several times above the

self-focusing threshold, the transverse beam dimension

contracts on propagation due to self-focusing until the

intensity reaches the level high enough for enabling an

additional highly nonlinear effect that prevents the beam

from collapsing all the way to a singularity. In the case of

transparent solids or liquids this highly nonlinear effect is

the spectral broadening of the pulse combined with mate-

rial dispersion which breaks the spectrally broadened laser

pulse into sub-pulses. The pulse splitting event may occur

several times along the propagation distance, if the input

laser power is high enough. The associated temporal pulse

dynamics is quite complex. In general, the on-set of self-

focusing in the case when writing smooth extended in-

volume structures is the goal, is undesirable. The under-

lying physics is highly nonlinear and therefore small fluc-

tuations of the input power of the laser pulse lead to large

variations in size and morphology of the resulting struc-

tural modifications inside the material.

If the input pulse power is many times the critical

threshold power and the input beam profile is perfectly or

nearly perfectly smooth, the transverse modulation insta-

bility driven by self-focusing breaks the beam up into mul-

tiple hot spots or filaments that are placed randomly within

the beam profile [1]. Complex temporal dynamics involving

pulse splitting happens within each filament, making the

resulting spatio-temporal evolution of the laser beam

excessively complex and unrepeatable from one laser shot to

another. It has been realized early on the studies of laser

filamentation, that the randomness of the transverse filament

placement can be overcome and the placement of filaments

within the beam profile can be effectively controlled through

the introduction of amplitude or phase intensity modulation

onto the intense input beam [2]. The hot spots in the beam

seed into the transverse modulation instability and determine

where filaments are formed. Since the original proposal of

[2], beams shaping as the means of control over laser fila-

mentation has been extensively investigated. A wide variety

of beams can be generated through phase-only modulation,
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followed by Kirchhoff or Fourier transformation, either

through the propagation of the beam into the far field or

through focusing the beam with a lens or a curved mirror. In

that case, beam shaping is not accompanied by loss of optical

power, which is different from the case when amplitude

modulation is used. The generic setup for the generation of

shaped beams through phase modulation is shown in Fig. 1.

The phase mask utilized to impose a particular phase-front

modulation onto the incident beam may be either static or

programmable (e.g., liquid crystal based).

Examples of beams that can be produced through the

combination of phase-only modulation and focusing include

Bessel beams, vortex beams, Bessel beams of higher order

and Airy beams. All of the above have been realized in the

regime of optical power sufficiently high to result in self-

focusing and filamentation. Some of these beams have been

utilized for writing extended index structures in transparent

dielectrics. In what follows, we will review recent results on

the generation of these beams and the applications of these

beams for processing of transparent materials.

For experimental studies of self-focusing of ultrafast

high-power laser beams in condensed media, in the regime

of single-shot interaction, transparent liquids offer a con-

venient substitute for glasses, as at reasonable pulse repe-

tition rates of up to hundreds of kilohertz, a liquid sample

does not have to be translated between laser shots. A liquid

medium self-heals to a fresh state at the interaction site

between laser shots, while a transparent solid has to be

translated to a fresh location from one laser shot to another,

in order for the interaction to proceed in the single-shot

regime. At the same time, the propagation dynamics of

ultra-intense and ultrashort laser pulses in transparent solids

and liquids are very similar, as the key physical material

parameters, such as the critical power for self-focusing,

dispersion, and ionization rates are of the same orders of

magnitude in essentially all transparent materials, in which

the frequency of the resonant optical transition lines is far

from the optical frequency of the excitation laser.

2 Bessel beams

Bessel beams are known and utilized in linear optics for

many years [3]. In a linear medium, these beams represent

a particular solution of the wave equation that remains

invariant on propagation, i.e., propagates diffraction-free.

An ideal diffraction-free Bessel beam has its transverse

amplitude beam profile described in terms of the Bessel

function of zero order. Such a beam profile is not square

integrable, which means that it carries infinite power.

Consequently, ideal Bessel beams cannot be realized

experimentally. However, truncated or apodized Bessel

beams, that can be realized, retain certain diffraction-free

properties. The characteristic property of these beams is the

existence of an intense central lobe within the beam profile.

If the beam propagates linearly, the central lobe remains

approximately unchanged on propagation over the propa-

gation range that is determined by the input beam size.

Interestingly, the beam maintains this property even under

a moderately nonlinear propagation, as will be discussed

below. The propagation distance over which the beam

propagates approximately diffraction-free is commonly

referred to as the linear focus zone. In practice, truncated

Bessel beams are produced through focusing a flat-top or a

Gaussian beam with a conical lens called axicon [4]. The

extent of the linear focus zone in this case is determined by

the conical angle of the beam and the input beam diameter.

The extended diffraction-free propagation of a Bessel

beam enables the writing of line-type structures with high

aspect ratios inside transparent solids [5]. In this case, the

peak intensity of the central lobe of the beam may be

sufficient to support nonlinear propagation, while the

periphery of the beam is still propagating linearly. This is a

practically interesting regime, in which the continuous

nonlinear losses in the central lobe of the Bessel beam are

replenished through the radial in-flow of energy from the

peripheral part of the beam. Even though the propagation

of the central lobe may be highly nonlinear, the shape of

the lobe is maintained over extended propagation distances.

The supporting peripheral beam structure which is propa-

gating linearly effectively re-heals not only the effects of

diffraction of the central lobe, but also those of linear and

nonlinear losses.

Highly nonlinear propagation of femtosecond Bessel

beams has been studied in gaseous media. Ultra-intense

femtosecond Bessel beams with the pulse energy in tens of

millijoules have been applied for the generation of meters-

long plasma filaments in air and other gasses [6]. Such

Gaussian beam

Phase mask
Lens

Pattern of filaments

Fig. 1 Generic setup for the generation of various shaped beams. The smooth phase front of the incident laser beam passes through a phase mask

and is subsequently focused by a lens or curved mirror. The desired beam shape is realized in the vicinity of the focal plane of the focusing optic
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experiments have shown that, under certain conditions,

nonlinear optical interactions within the intense Bessel

zone lead to the efficient generation of an intense and

broadband radiation propagating on the beam axis [9]. In

the case of self-focusing and filamentation of intense laser

beams in a gas, certain propagation parameters can be

monitored in-situ through, for example, the measurements

of the density of plasma that is left in the wake of the laser

pulse [7] or through monitoring plasma fluorescence [8].

3 Vortex beams

An optical vortex is another example of a shaped beam that

can be generated from a flat-top or a Gaussian input beam

through the application of phase-only beam modulation.

The required phase profile in this case is in the form /
expðim/Þ; where / is the azimuthal angle and m is the

order of the vortex, also known as the topological charge.

Since in practice the maximum depth of phase modulation

of common phase masks is limited, vortex phase masks,

like other types of phase masks, are usually made modulo-2

p. Vortex beams have doughnut-shaped intensity distribu-

tions. Under fixed focusing conditions, the diameter of the

intensity ring grows approximately linearly with the vortex

order. An example of the phase profile of a mask used to

generate an optical vortex of order 8 is shown in Fig. 2,

together with the photographs of intensity patterns of

experimentally generated optical vortices of orders 3, 6,

and 10.

An important property of vortex beams is the orbital

angular momentum of m�h carried by every photon

comprising the vortex beam of order m. This momentum

can be used to spin microscopic particles suspended in

liquids [10].

The interest in the studies of optical vortices has been in

part fueled by the fact that these beams are resistant to self-

focusing collapse and therefore can be used to transmit

high-power optical beams over long distances. It has been

found through the approximate solution of the nonlinear

Schrodinger equation that the critical power for the self-

similar collapse of a continuous-wave vortex beam of order

m approximately equals 2
ffiffiffi

3
p

m � Pð0Þcr ; where P
ð0Þ
cr is the

critical power for self-focusing of a Gaussian beam [11].

Recent developments of the technology for fabrication

of large-area thin glass phase masks allowed for the dem-

onstration of vortex beams of various orders in the short-

pulse, ultra-intense regime [12]. It has been shown that

even in the femtosecond case, the resistance of optical

vortices to self-focusing persists. However, when the col-

lapse happens at high enough laser intensity, the beam does

not collapse self-similarly (i.e., while maintaining its

smooth doughnut-shaped intensity profile). Instead, the

intensity ring fragments into individual filaments that

populate the intensity ring and rotate on propagation

(Fig. 3).

The fragmentation of the vortex ring into filaments as

the dominant mode of self-focusing collapse has been

considered in [13] and experimentally demonstrated, for

vortices of orders 1 and 2 [14]. In [12], these results have

been extended onto the cases of vortices of higher orders.

The rotation rate of the filament pattern resulting from

self-focusing collapse of an optical vortex beam can be

estimated based on the following mechanical argument.

1 mm 1 mm 1 mm

m=3 m=6 m=10
Fig. 2 Left 2 p-modulo phase

pattern used to generate optical

vortex of order 8. Right

doughnut-shaped intensity

profiles for optical vortices of

selected orders, as indicated in

the individual subfigures
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Fig. 3 Several snapshots of the ring filament patterns generated in air

through self-focusing of an intense femtosecond optical vortex of

order 3. The patterns are obtained through photographing single-shot

burns produced by the beam on a smooth plastic surface. As the

intense beam self-focuses and propagates, the filament pattern rotates

in the direction determined by the sense of vorticity. The rate of this

rotation can be accurately estimated based on a simple mechanical

argument, as discussed in the text
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Consider the photon in the optical vortex of order m as a

particle with ‘‘mass’’ M, propagating along a spiral tra-

jectory of radius R with the forward drift velocity equal to

the speed of light c. The ratio of the angular and linear

momenta for such a particle equals M � XR2= M � cð Þ; where

X is the revolution rate of the particle around its spiral

trajectory, in radians per second. The ratio of the angular

and linear momenta for an actual photon in the vortex

beam of order m is �h � m=ð�h � kÞ; where k is the wave-

number. Equating the two ratios, for the rotation rate per

unit path length we find: X=c ¼ m � k= 2pR2ð Þ; where k is

the wavelength. R stands for the radius of the ring filament

pattern. The photon ‘‘mass’’ M cancels out from the result,

as expected. Since the radius of the vortex ring is

approximately proportional to the vortex order, the overall

dependence of the rotation rate on the order of the vortex is

inverse, at fixed focusing conditions. For the case shown in

Fig. 3, the measured rotation rate is (1.7 ± 0.2)�/cm, close

to the estimation according to the above formula.

The application of vortex beams to femtosecond laser

machining of glass surfaces has been recently reported

[15]. Depending on the pulse energy, femtosecond vortices

of order 2 have been shown to produce ablation marks with

different morphology. Under certain conditions, a deep

cavity was formed on the beam axis, where the beam

intensity has a minimum. The radial implosion driven by

the tightly focused femtosecond vortex beam has been

suggested as a possible mechanism of the void formation.

In the case of in-volume laser machining, optical vortices

may enable writing of extended bottle-like waveguide

structures in transparent materials. As of time of this

writing, the details of the interaction of intense femtosec-

ond vortex beams with materials are not fully understood

and are the subject of intense investigations.

4 Bessel beams of higher order

These beams are produced though the phase modulation of

an input flat-top or Gaussian beam with the modulation

function in the form:

Tnðr; hÞ ¼ expðinhÞ � exp � 2pir

r0

� �

; ð1Þ

where n is the order of the beam, (r, h) are transverse polar

coordinates, and r0 is a scale factor. In the above formula,

the first exponential factor is identical to the one that stands

in the phase profile of an optical vortex, and the second

exponential is the same as the one produced by the axicon

lens used to generate a fundamental Bessel beam. The

resulting transverse amplitude of the beam is proportional

to Jn 2pr=r0ð Þ � expðinhÞ. The beam intensity profile is in

the form of concentric rings. Like vortex beams, Bessel

beams of higher order carry a topological charge. And like

fundamental Bessel beams, Bessel beams of higher order

are approximately diffraction-free, which means that they

maintain their dominant ring intensity features over

extended propagation distances.

Intense femtosecond Bessel beams of higher order have

been recently realized and their propagation properties in a

transparent dielectric medium have been studied [16]. In

these experiments, the phase modulation was imposed via a

programmable liquid crystal-based spatial light modulator

(SLM). Due to the calibration offset of the SLM, the ring

intensity features in the generated beams, supposed to be

smooth for ideal higher-order Bessel beams, were instead

beaded, as shown in Fig. 4.

As the input pulse energy was increased, the onset of

self-focusing of the higher-order Bessel beams resulted in

the fragmentation of the dominant ring intensity features of

the beams into individual intense filaments. Filamentation

was seeded by the hot spots in the modulated input beam

profiles, resulting in the generation of regular ring patters

of filaments. Each filament sourced a bright forward-

propagating white-light supercontinuum, as shown in

Fig. 5 (top row). As the energy of the laser pulses was

increased further, the secondary ring features became

intense enough to produce filaments. The resulting con-

centric patterns of filaments are shown in Fig. 5 (bottom

row). Such filament patterns, in principle, can be used for

writing extended waveguiding structures inside transparent

dielectric materials, similar to those in micro-structured

optical fibers.

J4 J8 J12 J18

250 µm

Fig. 4 Transverse intensity

profiles of experimentally

generated higher-order Bessel

beams for several selected beam

orders. The ring intensity

features of the beams are beaded

due to the wavelength offset of

the spatial light modulator used

to generate these beam shapes
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5 Airy beams

Airy beams represent a new class of accelerating optical

beams recently introduced to optics [17]. The transverse

amplitude profile of these beams is described in terms of

the two-dimensional Airy function:

Eðx; yÞ / Aiðx=BÞAiðy=BÞ exp a
xþ y

B

� �

; ð2Þ

where (x, y) are the transverse Cartesian coordinates, B is a

scale factor, and a is the so-called confinement parameter.

As for an ideal Bessel beam, the ideal (not confined) Airy

beam, which corresponds to the case a = 0 in the formula

above, is not square integrable. The inclusion of the

exponential factor in the definition above ensures that the

beam has finite energy and is thus experimentally realiz-

able. Note that since Airy function extends indefinitely into

the negative values of its argument, the confinement

parameter a is a positive number. Smaller values of a cor-

respond to larger values of energy carried by the confined

Airy beam.

Like all beam examples considered here, an Airy beam

is generated from a flat-top or a Gaussian beam through

phase-only modulation of the phase front of the input

beam. The phase modulation in this case follows a cubic

dependence in x and y coordinates as follows:

Tnðr; hÞ ¼ exp i
b
3

x3 þ y3
� �

	 


; ð3Þ

where b is a scale factor. The parameters of thus generated

Airy beam are related to the parameters of the input

Gaussian beam and the scale factor of the phase mask. The

example phase profile of the cubic phase mask, modulo-2

p, used to generate an Airy beam, as well as the illustration

of the transverse beam profile are shown in Fig. 6. The

beam profile has a prominent peak in the corner of the

beam pattern. The two main properties of this type of a

beam structure are that the peak propagates along a curved

trajectory and the propagation is approximately diffraction-

free. Similar to the case of a Bessel beam, the diffraction-

resistant propagation of the dominant intensity feature of

the beam is a result of diffraction that continuously rebuilds

this feature at the expense of energy provided by the sup-

porting peripheral beam structure.

Airy beams have been experimentally demonstrated in

the linear-optic regime (at low intensity) in [17]. In that

original demonstration, the curvature of the beam

0.76 mJ 0.88 mJ0.77 mJ

J4 J12J8 J18

1.1 mJ

0.26 mJ 0.37 mJ0.32 mJ 0.6 mJ

250 µm

Fig. 5 Patterns of white-light supercontinuum emission resulting

from self-focusing and filamentation of higher-order Bessel beams of

selected orders in water. Top row the dominant (central) ring feature

has sufficient power to produce filaments, while secondary ring

features have insufficient power for filamentation. One ring of

regularly spaced filaments is produced in this case. Bottom row the

beam energy is sufficient for both the dominant and the secondary

ring features to produce filaments. Filament structures of this kind can

be potentially used for writing extended waveguiding structures inside

transparent dielectrics

Fig. 6 Left phase profile of a cubic phase mask, modulo-2 p used to

generate an Airy beam pattern. Right illustration of the transverse

intensity profile of an Airy beam
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trajectory was a fraction of one degree, which was quite

modest. The concept of Airy beams has been later gen-

eralized onto the non-paraxial case, and beam deflections

as high as 90� have been shown to be feasible [18].

Airy beams have been realized in the realm of femto-

second, ultra-intense nonlinear optics, both in a gas [19]

and in a transparent condensed medium [20]. In the prop-

agation regimes that support nonlinear self-focusing, the

transverse collapse of the dominant intensity feature of the

beam results in the generation of forward-propagating

white-light supercontinuum emission. The emissions orig-

inating at different points along the beam path propagate

along angularly resolved trajectories, as illustrated in

Fig. 7. This feature may enable longitudinally resolved

remote sensing, as discussed in [21].

Very recently, the application of self-bending Airy

beams to material processing has been reported [22]. The

accelerating and self-healing properties of these beams

provide an additional degree of control over the geometry

of the machined structures and enable the fabrication of

trenches with smooth-curved edges in transparent dielectric

materials. The intensity of the beam in this case can be

adjusted so that only the dominant intensity peak of the

beam is intense enough to ablate the material, while the

supporting beam structure propagates in the nearly linear

regime, facilitating the extended diffraction-free propaga-

tion and the formation of curved trenches with high aspect

ratios.

6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have discussed recent experiments on the

generation and application of intense femtosecond laser

pulses with shaped beam fronts. In the case of laser

machining of extended structures inside transparent

dielectric materials, high-power laser pulses are typically

used, in which case the transverse beam reshaping and

filamentation due to self-focusing become relevant. In that

case, beam shaping can be successfully used as a means of

control over the placement of intense filaments within the

beam profile, resulting in the formation of regular filament

structures with particular properties. The examples of

intense-shaped beams considered in this review included

Bessel beams, vortex beams, Bessel beams of higher order

and Airy beams.
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